We demonstrate a low-power and compact hardware implementation of Random Feature Extractor (RFE) core. With complex tasks like Image Recognition requiring a large set of features, we show how weight reuse technique can allow to virtually expand the random features available from RFE core. Further, we show how to avoid computation cost wasted for propagating "incognizant" or redundant random features. For proof of concept, we validated our approach by using our RFE core as the first stage of Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)-a two layer neural network-and were able to achieve > 97% accuracy on MNIST database of handwritten digits. ELM's first stage of RFE is done on an analog ASIC occupying 5mm×5mm area in 0.35µm CMOS and consuming 5.95 µJ/classify while using ≈ 5000 effective hidden neurons. The ELM second stage consisting of just adders can be implemented as digital circuit with estimated power consumption of 20.9 nJ/classify. With a total energy consumption of only 5.97 µJ/classify, this low-power mixed signal ASIC can act as a co-processor in portable electronic gadgets with cameras.
Introduction
In recent years, image recognition capability has been improving with techniques like Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Deep Learning [1] [2] [3] .
These networks demand parallel computations of large set of feature extractors and are typically implemented on clusters of computers or graphics processing units (GPU). However, both these methods are area and power hungryimplementing image recognition on portable or wearable devices calls for customized low-power hardware implementations. One approach is to take inspiration from the low-power operation of the brain and design neural networks for pattern classification in a "neuromorphic" way [4, 5] . Proposed neuromorphic hardware solutions to date range from purely digital multi-core processor like SpiNNaker [6] , to active mode analog computing like HICANN [7] , to sub-threshold analog approach like Neurogrid [8] or floating gate technology like [9] . Similar to Neurogrid, we also use sub-threshold analog techniques for ultra low energy consumption; but with proper algorithm choice we are able to tolerate the process variation which are known to be major drawback for analog circuits [10] . Our hardware, on the other hand, exploits the process variations for realizing this randomness and can act as random feature extractor (RFE) core for certain layers of neural networks. As an example [11] [12] [13] observed that recognition accuracy with random convolutional filters is only slightly less than that of trained filters. Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [14] is another example that exploits randomness to realize its first stage without any training. As a proof of concept, in this paper we show how our hardware can be used as a RFE core to realize the first stage of ELM applied to image recognition.
There are several reported hardware architectures exploiting randomness in VLSI for ELM [15] [16] [17] . Of these, [15] shows the application of ELM to a single input single output regression problem. On the other hand, [16, 17] have already shown good accuracy at the system level for applications like intention decoding [17] and spike sorting [16] requiring multiple inputs and outputshence, we pursue this architecture further. The first novelty of this paper is in applying such a hardware to image based object recognition applications. With image pixels represented as digital values, we used digital input ELM (D-ELM) IC of [16] for our purpose. But, object recognition needs a very large number of hidden neurons to achieve high accuracy-due to space constraints, this may be difficult to have in hardware. To circumvent this issue, we used a technique proposed in [18] for virtual expansion of the number of hidden neurons beyond the ones physically implemented on the chip. MATLAB simulations show that this method needs much fewer physical neurons to reach the accuracy levels obtained by using a large set of independent hidden neurons. However, due to uncontrolled randomness and systematic mismatch in hardware, not necessarily all neurons convey distinct information. To identify such redundant neurons, we propose a cognizance check as described in Section 3.2-this is the second novelty of this paper. The third novelty of this paper is the usage of simplified neuron models like tri-state ones which allow the usage of only adders in the second stage of ELM. . ELM network architecture where x j denotes j-th input dimension, h i is the input to the i-th hidden neuron obtained after random mixing of the inputs while H i denotes output of the i-th hidden neuron.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the network architecture of ELM and its training algorithms while Section 3.1 shows the corresponding circuit blocks. Section 3.2 describes the method for keeping cognizant neurons while removing redundant ones. We present results in Section 4 and conclude in the last section.
Machine Learning Algorithm

ELM Architecture
For this work, we used the ELM algorithm with network architecture as shown in Fig. 1 . It is a two stage neural network wherein the first stage maps the D-dimensional input vector X nonlinearly to an L-dimensional hidden layer H vector and the second stage linearly combines this hidden layer nodes to get C output nodes. The output class predicted by ELM is the index of output node with highest value. The output value O k for k th node is given by:
where H j denotes the output of the j-th hidden neuron. This can be expressed as follows:
where b j is the bias for the j th hidden neuron, w ij are first stage weights, β kj are second stage weights and g(.) is activation function of the hidden layer neuron.
The advantage of using ELM is that the b j , w ij can be random numbers chosen from any continuous distribution while only β kj needs to be trained [19] . Training β kj is also faster than iterative back-propagation methods with a closed form solution as given in [19] :
where H is the hidden layer output and T is the final expected output for the set of training samples. A is the regularization factor to help generalizationit can be optimized by cross validation techniques [14] . As per [19] , many functions can be used for g (.) . But for the ease of hardware implementation, we used two types of non-linearity: Rectified Linear Saturation Unit (RLSU) and tristate as shown below:
• Rectified Linear Saturated Unit (RLSU)
for y ≤ 0 y for 0 < y < th th for y ≥ th With hidden layer outputs restricted to +1, 0 and −1, resource costly digital multipliers of the second stage can be avoided in case of tristate non-linearity. The nonlinearity parameter th can be optimized by checking accuracy on validation samples. 
Virtual Expansion of Hidden Neurons
Technique of Virtual Expansion by Weight rotation
An important parameter determining the classification capability of ELM is the number of hidden neurons L. In general, the accuracy improves with increasing number of hidden neurons. But implementing a large number of random weights and neurons will require larger chip area and power. So, we propose here a simple technique of reusing the available limited number of weight vectors and rotating them to get more "virtual" weight vectors. For example, suppose the input-dimension for an application is D and it requires L hidden layer neurons. Conventionally, at least D × L random weights are needed for the random projection operation in the first layer of ELM to get the hidden layer matrix H. However if the number of implemented hidden layer neurons is N (N < L), the hardware can only provide a D × N random projection matrix W comprising weights w ij (i = 1, 2, · · · , D and j = 1, 2, · · · , N). However, noting that we have a total of D × N random numbers on the chip, we can borrow concepts from combinatorics based learning [20] [21] [22] to realize that the total number N w of D-dimensional weight vectors we can make is given by:
where the brackets denotes the operation of choosing D unique items out of
But the overhead of switches needed to allow all these combinations is prohibitively high. Instead, we choose a middle path and propose a method that creates N To virtually expand the number of hidden layer neurons, we propose to do it in ⌈L/N⌉ steps where the number of projections is increased N in every step. For the second set of N neurons, we need to shift the random matrix W comprising w ij (i = 1, 2,· · · , D and j = 1, 2, · · · , N) to W 1,0 comprising w ij (i = 2, 3,· · · , D, 1 and j = 1, 2, · · · , N). Here, the subscript (1, 0) is used to denote a single circular rotation of the rows of the matrix W. This notation implies W = W 0,0 = W k,0 . Using this notation, we can continue to get more random projections of the input (and thus expand the number of hidden neurons) by generating W 1,0 to W ⌈L/N⌉−1,0 . To quantify this virtual expansion, we can define a virtual expansion factor E as ratio of number of hidden neurons created (L) to number of independent random weight vectors available (N), i.e:
This method is easily implemented in hardware since the input to the chip can be circularly rotated every time to effectively rotate the weights without adding any extra switches.
Software modeling and validation of Weight Rotation
We validated the technique of increasing the number of weight vectors by rotation using a software model in MATLAB. To model an independent set of log-normal weights due to mismatch of sub-threshold transistors [17, 23] we created a set of weights w ij = e x where x follows a gaussian distribution with 0 mean and standard deviation of 0.6. The reason for choosing this standard deviation is that the measured standard deviation of threshold voltage in this 0.35µm CMOS process was 0.6U T where U T denotes the thermal voltage kT /q. This model was simulated to get classification error for different value of L = 128 * E. For modeling our technique, we used just the first 128 columns of this big matrix and rotated those vectors. Figure 3 shows that the classification error does decrease with increasing number of virtually created hidden neuron sets. This implies that those extra hidden neuron sets do provide extra information. In fact, the classification error obtained by using both "independent neurons" and "virtual neurons" have approximately the same classification ability. Also, to fit the dimension of 784 for MNIST images within the D = 128 input channels [16] , we applied a 2 × 3 averaging of the image pixels to reduce the image dimension to 126. From experimental results shown in Fig. 3 , we find that the compressed (2 × 3 averaging) MNIST image is easier to classify and consistently produces lower error than the original image. Hence, for all the experiments with hardware, we use D = 126 pixel image. 3 Hardware Implementation Figure 4 shows the architecture of the D-ELM consisting of three main parts:
First stage: RFE core in analog ASIC
(1) Digital input X i is fed serially which is internally deserialized and fed to registers with specified addresses to create the input vector of dimension D (2) input generation circuit (IGC) converts it into analog current which is scaled by random weights w ij of current mirror array (CMA) and added column-wise to perform the functionality of multiply and accumulate (MAC) (3) current controlled oscillator (CCO) converts the summed analog current into digital output h j .
Random feature extraction functionality is performed by the CMA block consisting an array of 128 × 128 current mirrors. Each mirror acts as a multiplier scaling the input current by a weight equal to ratio of driving strengths of input transistor and mirror transistor. The inherent mismatch in transistor driving strengths (owing primarily to threshold voltage mismatch in sub-threshold) enables us to create randomly distributed weights. With weights being defined by physical properties of transistors, it also acts as non-volatile storage of weights. Thus each single transistor of CMA acts as a multiplier cum weight storage element. Combining the output currents of mirrored transistors performs the adder functionality with no hardware cost. This compact realization of MAC and memory can enable to pack 128 × 128mirrors in a small area and enables up to 128 × 128 MAC operations in parallel.
Fabricated in 0.35µm CMOS technology, the present D-ELM IC has a die area of 5mm × 5mm (Fig. 5(a) ) with 128 input registers and DAC occupying 0.7mm × 3.2mm and the 128 output CCO and counter occupying 3mm.6mm. With minimum size transistors, the CMA array of 128 × 128 mirrors could have been realized in 0.1mm × 0.12mm but presently occupies 3.2mm × 3mm to match the pitch of DAC and CCO along horizontal and vertical dimensions respectively. Figure 5(b) shows the board designed to test the D-ELM chip. In the next version of this chip, we plan to utilize this unused area by including a bank of CMA. With functionality to connect one CCO to more than one mirror column, modified D-ELM IC can have much more hidden neurons in the same die area. Hence, in the modified D-ELM IC, we will rerun the IC using same input but can use the λ th CMA bank to get the λ th set of N hidden neurons. This CMA bank can also be used for increasing input dimension. For this we will have to rerun IC with λ th part of input and λ th CMA bank, but without resetting output counter so that outputs get accumulated as if a whole input vector is multiplied by weight vector. This can provide an additional factor of hardware expansion over the rotation method used now. Even for applications requiring less number of input and hidden layer dimension, bank of CMA will help to select the most cognizant set of neurons described in the next section.
Muting "Incognizant" or Redundant Neurons
Though process variations in IC technology enables to create a random weights with ease, but the uncontrollability of the same process variation in other parts of circuit can result in some neurons being biased towards always firing high (or low) independent of input. This can be caused by mismatch of the parameters of the neuron CCO as well as systematic variations. Hence, after the non-linearity, output of some neurons might saturate at small values of input i.e. they lack cognition to differentiate inputs over a wide range. Hence, they cannot propagate any information about input to later stages. Therefore, to save resources for later stages, it is better to ignore or power-down these redundant neurons. Reducing the L hidden neurons to only M "cognitive" hidden neurons can help to reduce ELMs training time by factor of O(M 2 /L 2 ) and reduce test resources by factor of M/L. For a given set of training samples, we count how many times a neuron output H j is saturating at positive/negative/zero threshold value. If this count is > θ% (θ ≈ 100) of training samples, then we can assume that this neuron will give the same output for almost all of the test samples independent of its class. For software simulation with CMA modeled using lognormal random matrix in MATLAB, M ∽ L is observed as seen in Table 1 . We can see that this conclusion is valid independent of the type of neuronal nonlinearity. However, RFE done using D-ELM IC resulted in M ∽ 0.7L for tristate and M ∽ 0.8L for RLSU as shown later in Table 2 . Lack of cognition in hardware might arise from systematic process variation or random process variations in CCO which scales the final output. If this scaling by CCO is very high (low), that neuron will always have high (low) value independent of scaling by the random weights of current mirrors. When the randomness of CCO is also modeled in MATLAB, we did observe M < L confirming our suspicion. Our concept is inspired from a closely related concept of winner take all (WTA) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA), but still differs from them slightly. In WTA only the least active neurons (loser) are ignored; but there might be some greedy neurons which show high activity largely independent of the input. Our concept ignores not only the least active neurons (loser) but also the always highly active neurons (winner). One can term our concept as discriminator take all (DTA) where only neurons which discriminate inputs by showing different activity (winner for some and loser for some) for different inputs are propagated forward; somewhat like PCA which considers components with high variance. Another difference is that both PCA and WTA constrain the number of neurons to be selected based on ranking of their cognition capability, while our approach constrains cognition capability. In some cases WTA and PCA may result in selection of some neurons with low cognition capability; on other hand in some cases even neurons with good cognition capability are also ignored just because they do not rank in the group of highest cognition capability. Our approach does not rank neurons; rather, it just checks whether their cognition capability is good enough or not and mutes all those neurons with cognition capability below a certain limit, no matter how many of them are muted and how many selected.
One can easily point out more types of neurons which can be removed without loss of information. For example, neurons giving the same output value (even if not equal to threshold) are also incognizant. A neuron giving output correlated to some other neuron is also redundant. Calculating variance and co-variance of hidden layer output values for all training samples can give a good measure of cognition capability: more the variance more the cognition capability and less the co-variance lesser the redundancy. [24] have reported use of PCA to reduce the number of hidden layer neurons of ELM. Their method may have given better selection of significant neurons, but would need additional transformation matrix to project original hidden layer neurons to additional layer of hidden layer neuron consisting only of principal components. Implementing this transformation matrix in hardware would require additional resources and hence we decided not to go with it.
Experiments and results
Database
For validating the performance of our hardware architecture, we used the MNIST [25] dataset of 70000 images: training set of 60000 images and test set of 10000 images. Each sample data in MNIST is a 28 × 28 pixel grayscale image of handwritten digits. Figure 6 shows sample images of handwritten digits from the MNIST database. Converted into a vector form, this would require an ELM with D = 784. But as shown in Figure 3 , we found that compared to classification accuracy using original 784 pixels, the accuracy is better by averaging neighboring pixel to convert it to 14 × 9 pixel image. This resulted in a D = 126 dimensional input vector which was provided as input to D-ELM IC and its N = 128 outputs were recorded. For increasing the hidden neurons, the IC was rerun 100 times with the input vector circularly rotated. Thus for each of the image in MNIST, we created up to 12800 random features.
ELM training parameter optimization
The random features for the training set were used to train the second stage weights according to equation (3) wherein regularization factor 'A' had to be optimized by cross-validation. The other parameter to be optimized was the threshold parameter 'th'. This parameter optimization is expected to be data type dependent; hence, we can use a smaller training set to save the training time. We used 10000 samples from training set to train the ELM with different 'A' and 'th' and then checked ELM accuracy for independent set of 20000 validation samples from the training set. The parameter giving the best accuracy for this validation check was chosen for final training of ELM with full set of 60000 training samples.
Training samples were also used to judge which M of the L random features are cognizant. With our dataset consisting of 10 classes and almost equal number of samples for each class, chances are high that a given hidden neuron differentiates 9 classes vs remaining class i.e. it has the same output value for 9 classes (∽ 90% samples). Hence, we need to have θ > 90. We used θ = 99.5% (corresponds to cognition only for 0.5% of whole dataset or cognition for ∽ 5% of some class). As tabulated in Table 2 , we observed 0.7X (for tristate) and 0.8X (for RLSU) reduction in the number of hidden neurons from the original set of hidden neurons. Only the cognizant hidden neurons were used for training, reducing the training time for matrix inversion which now scales as
). An additional L-bit cognizance vector (with entries 1's and 0's for cognizant and incognizant hidden neuron respectively) will be needed to tell system which M of L neurons to be considered during testing phase reducing test resources which now scale as 
Second stage resource vs accuracy trade-off
It can be seen from Table 2 that the classification error keeps reducing with increasing number of virtual neurons reaching 2.14% and 2.45% for L = 12800 RLSU and tristate neurons respectively. This classification errors were by using 6bit weights β in the output stage-this bit-width can be traded off as a resource for accuracy. As can be seen from Fig. 7 , the second stage has a resource vs accuracy trade-off that is outlined below:
(1) Accuracy with RLSU nonlinearity is slightly better compared to that by tristate non-linearity; but use of tristate allows to eliminate multipliers. To get a better idea, we need to know the resource cost of MAC versus memory for the hardware platform. For a given accuracy, tristate nonlinearity may save on multipliers but may require higher L and thereby higher memory for storing second stage weights. For RLSU nonlinearity, quantizing hidden neurons H to lesser number of bits b H can help to reduce complexity of multiplier in MAC unit. We obtained D-ELM IC outputs h to resolution of b h = 12, but due to saturation its output is limited to certain range and we quantized the output after RLSU to b H = 8 bits. (2) Fast memory is very costly and quantizing output weights β to lesser number of bits b β will help reduce the storage requirement. Lower b β also helps to reduce the complexity of multiplier in MAC unit. Decreasing b β did not affect accuracy much till a certain point. Quantizing second stage weights to b β = 6 (5 bits for magnitude and 1 bit for sign) was found to be good enough for both RLSU and tristate. (3) Accuracy improves with increasing L and M, but at the cost of more MAC (only accumulate in case of tristate nonlinearity) and more storage requirement for β. Accuracy improvement are diminishing especially for larger L.
We could get accuracy of 97% using L = 3840/6400 for RLSU/tristate nonlinearity.
Even after increasing L to very large value of 12800, we found that classification accuracy cannot reach the accuracy levels of software implementation (accuracy ∽ 98% even for L = 5120). One possible explanation is the extra noise in hardware (due to thermal/flicker noise of current mirrors and jitter in CCO) which is currently not modeled in MATLAB. Another reason might be the systematic randomness in hardware which results in less number of cognizant neurons.
Energy Efficiency
From characterization results (refer [18] for details), the RFE-core consumes 188.8 µW from 1 V power supply while operating at a speed of 31.6K random projections/second/CCO with D = 128, L = 100 . From this value, we can estimate the energy needed to perform classifications in our case. For D = 126, N = 128 and 2000 random projections/second/CCO, we can estimate the total energy consumption of ≈ 119 nJ/conversion where a conversion refers to 128 random projections happening in parallel. For an example case of L = 6400, we need to rerun each image 50 times that results in 5.95 µJ/classify at a speed of 40images/sec. From training, we know only M = 4749 neurons are cognizant and hence while testing, we do not waste resource for further operations on them. To create zero-mean random vectors, we need to perform 4749 pairwise subtractions in a method similar to [16] . Since we plan to use tristate non-linearity, ELM 2nd stage is just 4749×10 addition/subtraction operation of 10 sets of output weights. Energy efficient architectures [26] can enable implementation of 32 bit accumulate at 0.4 pJ/addition resulting in second stage energy consumption of 20.9 nJ/image. So if a dedicated digital circuit implementing the second stage is integrated with D-ELM, the net energy consumption will be 5.97 µJ/classify. We can also report a more conventional metric of energy/MAC-for our system, this is dominated by the CCO and is equal to ≈ 7 pJ/MAC. Table 3 shows the energy/classify for other hardware implementations. Our hardware implementation has lesser error rate than [27, 28] but still consumes orders of magnitude less energy than them. Using back-propogation to train the network TrueNorth [29] is able to achieve much lesser error rate of 0.58% but will require high energy consumption of 108 µJ/classify. For lower energy configuration their error rate increases and with comparable error rate of 5% our hardware will have lesser energy consumption than them. We present a proof of concept of how analog sub-threshold techniques can be used for realization of large parallel array of Random Feature Extractors for image recognition hardware with ultra-low energy consumption suitable for portable electronic gadgets. We propose a weight reuse technique for virtually increasing the random features available from hardware with limited output features. Further we also show how cognition check can enable to mute the incognizant feature extractors in hardware. In future, we plan to have a much bigger array of synapse weights which will provide more options to selectively choose most cognizant neurons.
Implementing fully connected two stage ELM, our hardware approach for was able to achieve > 97% accuracy on MNIST. In future we wish to validate our approach for complex dataset like NORB and CIFAR. Another direction we are exploring is using our IC as random convolutional filter as shown in [11] [12] [13] ; however, we will need to rerun our IC many times for convolution around each pixel. An alternative can be using our IC for receptive field based ELM (RF-ELM) [30] , but will need to think of easy ways to turn on/off patches of current mirrors in our CMA block without much area and power overhead.
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